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ABSTRACT: Precise control over the topology of plasmonic metal−
semiconductor heteronanostructures is essential for fully harnessing their
plasmonic function and hence for designing innovative solar energy conversion
platforms. Here, we present a rational synthesis strategy for the realization of
plasmonic metal−semiconductor heteronanocrystals with intended config-
urations through the site-selective overgrowth of semiconductor Cu2O on
desired sites of anisotropic Au nanocrystals. Both the exploitation of structural
characteristics of Au nanocrystals and the selective stabilization of their surfaces
are keys to the construction of heteronanocrystals with a specific configuration.
Our approach can provide an opportunity to precisely explore the link between
the solar energy conversion efficiency and the structure of heteronanocrystals
as well as to obtain important insights into the underpinning mechanism.
Heteronanocrystals produced by Cu2O overgrowth preferentially on the
multiple high-curvature sites of Au nanocrystals exhibited prominent
photocatalytic hydrogen production activity due to efficient charge separation by strong plasmon excitation at the Au−Cu2O
interface and subsequent sustainable hot electron transfer from Au to Cu2O.

■ INTRODUCTION

Recently, substantial endeavors have been devoted to synthesiz-
ing heteronanocrystals (HNCs) with the combination of
plasmonic metal NCs and semiconductors because they have
shown excellent performance in many photocatalytic reactions,
such as hydrogen production, as compared to their semi-
conductor counterparts.1−8 The enhanced efficiency of solar
energy conversion of HNCs is attributed to an increase in the
rate of charge carrier generation in the constituent semi-
conductor due to the transfer of the plasmon energy of metal
NC to the semiconductor. The plasmon energy of the metal
NC associated with its surface plasmon resonance (SPR) can be
transferred via either an SPR-induced hot electron transfer
(HET) process, where SPR-induced hot electrons in the
plasmonic metal NC are injected into the conduction band
(CB) of the semiconductor,6,9 or an electromagnetic (EM)
field-mediated plasmon energy transfer process (EMT), such as
plasmon-induced resonance energy transfer, during which the
radiative or nonradiative relaxation of SPR of the metal NC
mediates the plasmon energy transfer.10,11 Despite enormous
advances in this field, both the development of a rational
synthetic strategy that can enable precise control over the
structure of HNCs and the elucidation of the underpinning
mechanism of plasmon energy transfer along with the structural
characteristics of HNCs are still imperative to fully exploit the
plasmonic function of the metal NC domain in HNCs and thus
to devise innovative solar energy conversion platforms.

With regard to the development of a new design principle of
HNCs with high solar energy conversion efficiency, it should be
considered that the SPR properties of plasmonic metal NCs are
highly dependent on their morphologies.12 In this context, it is
noteworthy that plasmon energy is typically concentrated at
sites of high curvature, such as vertices, edges, and sharp
branches of plasmonic metal NCs.13−15 As such, the integration
of plasmonic metal NCs with a large number of high-curvature
sites and semiconductors will boost the efficiency of light
harvesting. Besides the morphology of plasmonic metal NCs,
the solar energy conversion efficiency of plasmonic metal−
semiconductor HNCs is also sensitive to the manner of
coupling between metal NCs and the semiconductor. For
instance, HNCs with Janus and dumbbell-like structures
formed from the anisotropic overgrowth of the semiconductor
onto plasmonic metal NCs exhibited enhanced photocatalytic
performance compared to that of homogeneous core−shell
HNCs, because a strong SPR is localized at the interconnecting
junction between plasmonic metals and semiconductors.16−18

Furthermore, the exposed surfaces of both the metal and
semiconductor domains of anisotropic HNCs can facilitate
charge exchange between charge carriers in HNCs and their
reaction partners.19,20 Taken together, anisotropic HNCs
generated by the selective growth of a semiconductor on
multiple high-curvature sites of plasmonic NCs might hold
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great potential to achieve excellent photocatalytic performance.
However, due to the complexity of the coupling of a
semiconductor at desired sites of plasmonic NCs, the
realization of such HNCs has rarely been reported.
Herein, we report a novel synthetic approach for the site-

selective growth of a semiconductor on desired sites of
anisotropic plasmonic metal NCs. As a plasmonic NC platform
for fabricating HNCs, high-index-faceted NCs are very
promising due to their high density of high-curvature
sites.14,15,21,22 In this regard, we chose hexoctahedral (HOH)
Au NCs enclosed by 48 triangular high-index {321} facets22 as
a plasmonic NC component (Figure S1), which have highly
anisotropic structural characteristics imparted by a high density
of vertices with distinctively different curvatures. Cuprous oxide
(Cu2O), a well-known p-type semiconductor with a direct band
gap of around 2 eV,23 was chosen as the semiconductor
component. Through exploitation of the inherent structural
features of the HOH Au NCs, the growth mode of Cu2O on
the HOH Au NCs could be manipulated with the assistance of
relevant stabilizing agents. As a consequence, HNCs with
explicitly different coupling manners between the HOH Au
NCs and Cu2O were selectively generated (Figure 1a): (1)
Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs formed by the overgrowth of Cu2O
exclusively on the 8 vertices of the HOH Au NCs pointing

toward the <111> direction (vertices<111>, blue circles in the
structural model of the HOH Au NC shown in Figure 1a), (2)
Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs formed by the growth of Cu2O on the
HOH Au NCs apart from the regions of the vertices<111>, and
(3) AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs formed by the isotropic growth of
Cu2O on the entire surface of the HOH Au NCs. Our
approach, which can enable fine control over the structure of
HNCs, could allow us to unequivocally elucidate the link
between the solar energy conversion efficiency and the coupling
manner of HNCs and facilitate studying the underlying
mechanism of plasmon energy transfer in the course of
photocatalysis. Apparently, the prepared HNCs exhibited
distinctly different visible-light photocatalytic activities for
hydrogen production. Among the different HNCs, the
Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs generated by the selective overgrowth
of Cu2O on multiple high-curvature sites of the HOH Au NCs
showed the most promoted photocatalytic activity, which is in
line with our above-mentioned inference. This pronounced
solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs
can be attributed to the plasmon energy transfer enhancement,
which is predominantly due to the HET mechanism, as
confirmed by a series of control experiments and finite-
difference time domain (FDTD) simulations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of HNCs. HNCs with
different coupling manners between the HOH Au NC and
Cu2O entities were synthesized via the growth of Cu2O on the
preformed HOH Au NCs with an average size of 130 ± 9 nm
(Figure S1), which were prepared by following the reported
procedure,22 in the presence of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP),
a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) binary mixture, and SDS for the cases of Auvertex−
Cu2O, Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O, and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs, respec-
tively (Figure 1a). See the Supporting Information for synthesis
details. Figure 1b shows a typical scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the prepared Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs, revealing
the formation of uniform HNCs by the selective overgrowth of
Cu2O on the vertices of the HOH Au NCs in the presence of
PVP. The low-magnification SEM image of the sample further
demonstrates the high-yield (>95%) production of Auvertex−
Cu2O HNCs (Figure S2a). The average size of the Cu2O
domains grown on the vertices of the HOH Au NCs was 90 ±
9 nm. The high-magnification SEM images of the HNCs
viewed along different directions closely match the correspond-
ing three-dimensional geometric models of the HNC with the
same orientations (Figure S2b,c), indicating that Cu2O was
deposited preferentially on the 8 vertices<111>. The transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle annular dark-field
scanning TEM-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (HAADF-
STEM-EDS) measurements on a single Auvertex−Cu2O HNC
further show that Cu2O indeed formed exclusively at the sharp
8 vertices<111> of the HOH Au NCs, and there was no
deposition of Cu2O at the other regions of the HOH Au NCs
(Figure 1e,h). We performed additional selected-area HAADF-
STEM-EDS-elemental analyses for the Auvertex−Cu2O HNC to
check the possibility of Cu2O growth in other regions apart
from the vertices<111> (Figure 2a−d). In the central region of
the HNC, only Au signal was detected (Figure 2c), whereas
both Au and Cu signals were observed throughout the entire
region of the HNC (Figure 2d), clearly indicating the site-
selective growth of Cu2O on the HOH Au NCs.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the formation of Au−Cu2O
HNCs with different growth modes of Cu2O. Blue and red circles
indicate the vertices of HOH Au NC pointing toward the <111> and
<100> directions, respectively. SEM (b−d), TEM (e−g), and
HAADF-STEM and corresponding HAADF-STEM-EDS elemental
mapping images (h−j) of Auvertex−Cu2O (b, e, and h), Auvertex‑exp−
Cu2O (c, f, and i), and AuHOH@Cu2O (d, g, and j) HNCs. The scale
bars in h−j indicate 50 nm.
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Interestingly, unlike the case of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs,
the growth of Cu2O was observed on the entire surface of the
HOH Au NCs apart from their 8 vertices<111> in the case of the
Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs, which were prepared using the
CTAB/SDS binary mixture instead of PVP as a stabilizing
agent under otherwise similar synthesis conditions to those
employed in the preparation of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs
(Figure 1c,f,i). The average thickness of Cu2O layers grown on
the HOH Au NCs was 15 nm. High-magnification HAADF-
STEM-EDS-elemental analyses for the vertices<111> region of
the Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNC explicitly verified that their
vertices<111> were exposed (Figure 2e−i). In contrast, when
an analogue synthesis was performed in the presence of SDS,
AuHOH@Cu2O core−shell HNCs with an average Cu2O shell
thickness of 10 nm were formed by the isotropic growth of
Cu2O on the entire surface of the HOH Au NCs (Figure
1d,g,j).

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all the HNCs
exhibited typical diffraction peaks corresponding to the
reflections from the face-centered cubic structure of Au and
the cuprite structure of Cu2O, indicating the crystalline nature
of the prepared HNCs (Figure S3a,c,e). In addition, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on the Cu 2p
core level of the HNCs verified that the Cu in the HNCs was
almost in the Cu(I) state (Figure S3b,d,f).

Control over the Configuration of HNCs. The
experimental results indicate that the proper use of a stabilizer
is the key synthetic lever for the formation of HNCs with a
desired coupling manner between metal and semiconductor
entities. This can be attributed to the difference between the
stabilization habits of the stabilizers employed in the synthesis.
The HOH Au NCs, which were used as seeds for the formation
of the HNCs, have multiple sharp vertices. Among them, the 8
vertices<111> have a higher curvature than the 6 vertices pointing
toward the <100> direction (vertices<100>, red circles in the
structural model of the HOH Au NC shown in Figure 1a).
Given that polymer or bilayer-forming surfactant molecules
generally exhibit sparse coverage at high-curvature sites of NCs
compared to that at low-curvature sites,24−26 the vertices<111>
can act as more efficient nucleation sites for the growth of
Cu2O compared to the vertices<100>. Indeed, Cu2O was
preferentially formed at the vertices<111> of the HOH Au
NCs in the presence of PVP, resulting in the production of the
Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs. Similarly, HNCs with a coupling mode
of Cu2O identical to that of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs could
also be prepared by using a bilayer-forming surfactant, such as
CTAB, as a stabilizer instead of PVP (Figure S4).
To further verify the effect of the curvature of surface sites on

Au NCs on the growth mode of Cu2O, Au−Cu2O HNCs were
prepared by using other high-index-faceted Au NC seeds with
different surface curvatures, such as Au truncated ditetragonal
prisms (Au TDPs, Figure 3a,b)27 and Au concave nanocubes
(Au CNCs, Figure 4a,b),28 while other experimental conditionsFigure 2. HAADF-STEM images (a and b) and corresponding EDS

elemental analysis data (c and d) for the central (a and c) and entire
region (b and d) of Auvertex−Cu2O HNC. (e) HAADF-STEM image of
single Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNC. High-magnification HAADF-STEM
image (f) and corresponding HAADF-STEM-EDS elemental mapping
image (g) of blue-square region in e. EDS elemental analysis data for
red-square (h) and green-square (i) regions in f. The scale bar in f
indicates 20 nm. Ni peaks in EDS data originated from Ni grids used
in TEM measurements.

Figure 3. (a) SEM image and (inset) corresponding structural model
of the Au TDPs. (b) TEM image and (bottom-right inset)
corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of
the Au TDP viewed along the <110> direction. Structural model of the
Au TDP with the same orientation is also shown in top-right inset. (c)
SEM, (d) HAADF-STEM, and (e) HAADF-STEM-EDS elemental
mapping images of the AuTDP@Cu2O core−shell HNCs.
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were retained. The exposed facets of the Au TDPs and Au
CNCs were indexed, respectively, as {310} and {730} by
comparing the measured and calculated angles between
adjacent edge-on facets (Figures 3b and 4b). Au CNCs have
many high-curvature sites like HOH Au NCs, whereas the
vertices and edges of Au TDPs have relatively lower curvatures
compared to those of HOH Au NCs and Au CNCs.
Interestingly, Cu2O was deposited over the whole surface of
the Au TDPs (Figure 3c−e), while the formation of Cu2O took
place on the sharp vertices and edges of the Au CNCs (Figure
4c−e). These results clearly show the importance of the high-
curvature sites of Au NCs for the realization of the site-selective
overgrowth of Cu2O. Noticeably, the present approach is also
applicable to the selective overgrowth of secondary metals on
the surfaces of Au NCs. For instance, Auvertex−Ag HNCs were
yielded through the overgrowth of Ag preferentially at the
vertices<111> of the HOH Au NCs in the presence of PVP
(Figure S5). On the contrary, when PVP stabilizer was
substituted by SDS, which has been used to drive homogeneous
overgrowth of metal oxides on Au NCs as it forms random
assembly around NC surfaces due to its weak protecting
ability,8,29−31 AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs with complete shells of
Cu2O were produced instead of Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs.
For the formation of Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs, we employed

a CTAB/SDS binary stabilizer system in the synthesis. Due to
the electrostatic interaction between the oppositely charged
head groups of CTAB (−N+(CH3)3) and SDS (−OSO3

−)
mediated by the interaction between their tail groups, CTAB/
SDS binary mixtures readily form mixed micelles in aqueous
solution, which are more stable than their pure counter-
parts.32,33 As the CTAB/SDS binary stabilizer in the form of
mixed micelle would prefer to adsorb on the high-curvature
sites of HOH Au NCs, such as the vertices<111>, due to their
high surface energy,31 the nucleation/growth of Cu2O could
proceed on other surface sites of HOH Au NCs rather than on

the vertices<111> in the presence of the CTAB/SDS binary
stabilizer, resulting in the formation of Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O
HNCs. To corroborate the selective stabilization action of the
CTAB/SDS binary stabilizer, we conducted a systematic study
on the influence of the curvature of surface sites of Au NCs on
the growth mode of Cu2O using Au nanorods with different
curvatures in their tips as templates, while other synthesis
conditions were maintained (Figure 5). For convenience, Au

nanorod tip is assumed to be a hemisphere of which diameter
(2r) is same with the thickness of Au nanorod, T (Figure 5a).
The curvatures of the Au nanorod tips, κ, were then calculated
by the following equation: κ = 2/T (= 1/r). Notably, as in the
case of the Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs, tip-exposed Au nanorod−
Cu2O HNCs were obtained by using Au nanorods with
curvatures higher than 0.06 nm−1, whereas Au nanorods with
curvatures of 0.053 and 0.035 nm−1 yielded Au nanorod@
Cu2O core−shell HNCs (Figure 5b−e). Apparently, these
results further indicate that the high-curvature sites of Au NCs
can facilitate the adsorption of the CTAB/SDS binary stabilizer
and hence are deprived of Cu2O deposition. Taken together,
our findings show that the selective stabilization of Au NC

Figure 4. (a) SEM image and (inset) corresponding structural model
of the Au CNCs. (b) TEM image and (bottom-right inset)
corresponding SAED pattern of the Au CNC viewed along the
<110> direction. Structural model of the Au CNC with the same
orientation is also shown in top-right inset. (c) SEM and (inset) high-
magnification SEM (scale bar = 100 nm), (d) HAADF-STEM, and (e)
HAADF-STEM-EDS elemental mapping images of the AuCNC−Cu2O
HNCs.

Figure 5. (a) Structural model of an Au nanorod. TEM, HAADF-
STEM, and corresponding HAADF-STEM-EDS elemental mapping
images of HNCs obtained using Au nanorods with curvatures of (b)
0.13, (c) 0.067, (d) 0.053, and (e) 0.035 nm−1.
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surfaces with the aid of pertinent stabilizers can allow fine
control over the structure of HNCs.
Plasmonic Photocatalysis with HNCs. To elucidate the

relationship between the solar energy conversion efficiency and
the topology of the HNCs, the photocatalytic hydrogen
production properties of the HNCs were investigated in an
aqueous solution containing methanol as a hole scavenger
under visible-light irradiation (λ > 400 nm) with a 300 W Xe
lamp (power density = 100 mW cm−2, the lamp emission
spectrum is shown in Figure S6). See the Supporting
Information for experimental details. For comparison, the
photocatalytic activities of spherical Au NC@Cu2O core−shell
HNCs (Ausphere@Cu2O HNCs), Cu2O NCs, HOH Au NCs,
and a physical mixture of Cu2O and HOH Au NCs were also
examined. The Ausphere@Cu2O HNCs were prepared by using
spherical Au NC seeds with an average size similar to that of
the HOH Au NCs (130 nm) (Figure S7), and the Cu2O NCs
were synthesized by slight modification of the reported
procedure (Figure S8).34 Notably, the photocatalytic activity
of the HNCs highly depended on their coupling manner as well

as the shape of the plasmonic NC domain. Indeed, the Auvertex−
Cu2O HNCs formed by the selective overgrowth of Cu2O on
multiple high-curvature sites of the HOH Au NCs, the
vertices<111>, exhibited outstanding photocatalytic activity for
hydrogen production relative to the other HNCs, of which the
hydrogen generation rate was 28.87 μmol g−1 h−1 (Figure 6a).
The hydrogen production activities of the Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O,
AuHOH@Cu2O, and Ausphere@Cu2O HNCs were 8.80, 2.55, and
0.87 μmol g−1 h−1, respectively (Figure 6a). On the contrary,
the pure Cu2O NCs and the physical mixture of Cu2O NCs +
HOH Au NCs showed markedly inferior activity as compared
to that of the HNCs; the hydrogen generation rates of the
Cu2O NCs and the physical mixture of Cu2O NCs + HOH Au
NCs were 0.22 and 0.08 μmol g−1 h−1, respectively. Hydrogen
production was not detected with the pure HOH Au NCs or in
the absence of catalysts. Evidently, the superb photocatalytic
activity of the HNCs compared to the pure Cu2O NCs
corroborates the promotional effect of plasmonic Au NCs on
the photocatalytic function of Cu2O. In addition, the low
photocatalytic activity of the physical mixture of Cu2O NCs +

Figure 6. (a) Photocatalytic hydrogen generation rates of different HNCs. Action spectra obtained with Auvertex−Cu2O (b), Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O (c),
and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs (d). (e) Schematic illustration of possible plasmon-induced charge separation processes for Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs (1:
HET, 2: EMT). (f) FDTD-simulation models for calculating |E| distributions of HNCs and |E| distributions of Auvertex−Cu2O (I,V), Auvertex‑exp−
Cu2O (II,VI), AuHOH@Cu2O (III,VII), and Ausphere@Cu2O HNCs (IV,VIII) shown for monitor 1 (I−IV) and monitor 2 planes (V−VIII) with λex of
700 nm. The scale bars in I−VIII indicate 50 nm.
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HOH Au NCs substantiates the importance of intimate
coupling between plasmonic metal and semiconductor.
Notably, each action spectrum of the Auvertex−Cu2O,
Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O, and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs collected under
monochromatic light irradiation shows a fairly close correlation
between the photocatalytic activity and the extinction spectrum
of the HNCs, of which the spectral features are dominated by
the SPR profile of the HOH Au NCs (Figures 6b−d and S9),
thereby suggesting that the promotional effect of the Au NCs is
indeed due to their plasmon excitation.1,35 The temperature
variations of the reaction mixtures versus irradiation time for all
the catalysts tested showed very similar changes in temperature
(Figure S10). Together with the lack of photocatalytic activity
for the pure HOH Au NCs, this implies that the effect of
plasmonic heating on photocatalysis is negligible. A recyclability
test with the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs for photocatalytic hydrogen
production further demonstrated that the prepared HNCs can
be used as recyclable visible-light photocatalysts in hydrogen
production (Figure S11).
Mechanistic Studies on Plasmonic Photocatalysis

with HNCs. The proposed approach, which enables the site-
selective overgrowth of Cu2O on desired sites of HOH Au
NCs, can provide an opportunity to precisely explore plasmon-
induced photocatalytic performance in terms of the structure of
plasmonic metal−semiconductor HNCs and to obtain
mechanistic insights into plasmon-mediated photocatalysis. As
previously mentioned, the enhanced solar energy conversion
efficiency of plasmonic metal−semiconductor HNCs can be
attributed to an accelerated charge carrier generation rate in the
semiconductor due to the transfer of the plasmon energy of the
metal to the semiconductor through the HET or EMT process,
or both. These possible plasmon-induced charge separation
processes for Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs are schematically shown in
Figure 6e (1: HET, 2: EMT). The electrons populated in the
CB of Cu2O then lead to the reduction of H2O to produce
hydrogen. In this context, the higher photocatalytic activities of
HNCs containing the HOH Au NCs relative to Ausphere@Cu2O
HNCs can easily be understood, as the sharp surface features of
HOH Au NCs can provoke enormous plasmon excitation
compared to spherical Au NCs. However, in our experiments,
Auvertex−Cu2O, Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O, and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs
showed markedly different photocatalytic activities, although
they were constructed by using identical HOH Au NCs as
seeds. This implies that the growth mode of Cu2O on HOH Au
NCs has a profound influence on the characteristics of plasmon
energy transfer in HNCs.
To verify the effect of the plasmonic characteristics of HNCs

on their photocatalytic function, the EM field enhancement
around HNCs was analyzed using the FDTD method. Figure 6f
shows the FDTD-simulated EM field amplitude (|E|/|E0|)
distributions around HNCs with the excitation wavelength
(λex) of 700 nm. The λex was chosen based on the extinction
and action spectra of the HNCs, at which the HNCs showed
maximum extinction and photocatalytic activity (Figures 6b−d
and S9a). The refractive index of the surrounding water (1.33)
was taken into account as a dielectric medium. The geometric
models of the HNCs were constructed based on their
experimentally obtained structural parameters. Apparently,
much stronger EM field enhancements are indeed localized at
the high-curvature sites of the Auvertex−Cu2O (15.3-fold),
Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O (10.3-fold), and AuHOH@Cu2O HNC (9.7-
fold) relative to the Ausphere@Cu2O HNC. It is worth
highlighting that the Auvertex−Cu2O HNC showed highly

enhanced localization of the EM field at their vertices<111> as
compared to the other HNCs containing HOH Au NCs. An
identical trend was observed with λex values of 750 and 800 nm
(Figure S12). The significant EM field enhancement of the
Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs may be due to the fact that both Cu2O
and water with drastically different refractive indexes (refractive
index of Cu2O at 700 nm = 2.88)36 surround the vertices<111>
regions of HOH Au NCs, which can induce the preferential
formation of a strong EM field at the interface between Au and
Cu2O.

16 The enhanced plasmon excitation of Auvertex−Cu2O
HNCs due to their specific configuration can thus lead to much
higher photocatalytic activity compared to that of Auvertex‑exp−
Cu2O and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs. Interestingly, although the
Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs exhibited a plasmon excitation similar
to that of the AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs, and their Cu2O domain
could not fully exploit the strong EM field localized at the
vertices<111>, they showed 3.5-fold higher photocatalytic activity
relative to the AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs. This suggests that the
contribution of the HET mechanism to plasmon-enhanced
photocatalysis is dominant for Au−Cu2O HNCs, rather than
that of the EMT mechanism. Given that restoring charge
balance to plasmonic metal in HNCs by the scavenging of
accumulated holes is indispensable for a sustainable HET
process,4,7 the continuous transfer of plasmon-induced hot
electrons in Au to Cu2O can be expedited for Auvertex−Cu2O
and Auvertex‑exp−Cu2O HNCs due to their exposed Au surfaces,
on which the oxidation of hole scavengers (methanol) can
occur, resulting in the enhanced photocatalytic activity. On the
contrary, AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs are deprived of the accessibility
of their Au surfaces to hole scavengers owing to the complete
Cu2O shell; hence, only the inefficient EMT process is available
for the plasmon energy transfer.
To confirm the proposed mechanism of the plasmon-

induced photocatalysis, thin insulating SiO2 layers were
embedded between the Au and Cu2O domains of the
Auvertex−Cu2O and AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs, and the photo-
catalytic hydrogen production efficiencies of the resultant
HNCs were compared with those of the pristine HNCs. The
HNCs containing an intervening SiO2 layer were synthesized
using AuHOH@SiO2 core−shell NCs comprising HOH Au NC
cores surrounded by 1−2 nm SiO2 shells as seeds (Figure S13).
HAADF-STEM images and corresponding EDS elemental
analysis data of the prepared samples demonstrate the
successful formation of SiO2-embedded HNCs, AuHOH@
SiO2‑vertex−Cu2O and AuHOH@SiO2@Cu2O HNCs (Figure
7a−f). The presence of a 1−2 nm SiO2 layer in the HNCs
was clearly indicated by the presence of dark contrast between
the Au and Cu2O domains in the high-magnification HAADF-
STEM images (denoted by arrows in Figure 7c,f). As insulating
SiO2 layers in the SiO2-embedded HNCs can effectively
prevent the injection of photogenerated hot electrons from
Au into Cu2O whereas EM field-mediated plasmon energy
transfer is not significantly deteriorated due to their small
thickness,11,37 a comparison of the photocatalytic activity of
SiO2-embedded HNCs with that of pristine HNCs can provide
important insights into the operating mechanism of plasmon-
induced photocatalysis. In fact, FDTD-simulated EM field
enhancement around the SiO2-embedded HNCs was very
similar to that of the pristine HNCs (Figure 7g). Interestingly,
the AuHOH@SiO2‑vertex−Cu2O HNCs exhibited a remarkable
decrease (8.1-fold) in photocatalytic activity for hydrogen
production (3.58 μmol g−1 h−1) compared to the Auvertex−
Cu2O HNCs, whereas the AuHOH@SiO2@Cu2O HNCs
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showed photocatalytic activity (1.83 μmol g−1 h−1) comparable
to that of the AuHOH@Cu2O HNCs (Figure 7h). Evidently,
these results indicate that the HET process is the principal
mechanism for the enhancement of the photocatalytic activity
of Au−Cu2O HNCs when continuous restoring charge balance
is established, which is in line with the above inference.
Based on previous findings that the metal−support interface

can promote catalytic performance by lowering activation
energies for several catalytic reactions, such as CO oxidation,
water−gas shift reaction, and electrocatalytic hydrogen
evolution,38−40 it can be suspected that the enhanced
photocatalytic activity of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs may be
due to increased surface area of exposed Au−Cu2O interface
sites. However, in the case of photocatalytic hydrogen
production reaction, photocatalytic activity is primarily depend-
ent on processes within photocatalysts, such as photoexcitation,
migration of charge carriers to the surface of photocatalysts, and
charge recombination.41,42 Accordingly, we believe that the
superior photocatalytic activity of the Auvertex−Cu2O HNCs is
indeed associated with plasmonic effects rather than the effect
of the Au−Cu2O interface.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a novel synthetic strategy for the site-
selective overgrowth of semiconductor on desired sites of
anisotropic plasmonic metal NCs to construct plasmonic

metal−semiconductor HNCs with a desired coupling manner
between constituents, which are not readily available otherwise.
Both the highly anisotropic structural characteristics of
plasmonic NCs imparted by high density of vertices with
distinctively different curvatures and the proper use of a
stabilizer are keys to the realization of HNCs with a specific
configuration. HNCs produced by the selective overgrowth of
Cu2O on the multiple high-curvature sites of HOH Au NCs
exhibited much more pronounced photocatalytic activity
toward hydrogen production relative to that of other HNCs
with different growth modes of Cu2O due to efficient charge
separation by strong plasmon excitation at the interface
between Au and Cu2O and subsequent sustainable HET.
This emphasizes the importance of precise control over the
architecture of HNCs in order to fully harness the plasmonic
function of the metal NC domain in HNCs and, hence, to
attain high solar energy conversion efficiency. We envision that
this study could be extended to the fabrication of multi-
component nanostructures with unprecedented topologies and
functions and that it will pave the way to the development of a
new class of solar energy conversion materials.
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